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F. No. S/3-MISC-PRO-98/2016-17/ACC(I) Date:- ':( J /12/2016

STANDING ORDER NoO. .2..0 /2016-17

SUB: Steps for reducing raising of queries during assessment - reg.

Kind attention of all Customs officers and other staff members is drawn to the
Board's Circular NO.22/2015-Customs dated 03.09.2015 regarding delay in furnishing
reply to the queries raised by the Department. Vide above Circular, it has interalia been
pointed out that under 'Ease of Doing Business in India', to facilitate qenuinetrade and
to reduce dwell time, it is necessary to streamline the procedures at every stage of
assessment, till out of charge of goods is given by Proper Officer of Customs. In this
regard, it is noticed that increasing number of queries and resultant delay in assessment
process is a matter of concern. Further, instances have come to notice that during re-
assessment of Bills of Entry by the proper officer, the queries seeking clarification from
importer are raised in a piecemeal manner,

These issues have been examined and it was observed that in most of the
cases, these queries are generic in nature and if the trade is more careful/vigilant to
these queries, they can comply with the requirements beforehand, thus avoiding these
queries later on.

Further, analysis of queries raised revealed that most of the queries are raised
due to lack of clarity regarding exact nature of the imported goods. This is mostly due to
wrong or improper description of the goods, quoting wrong UQC, not mentioning end-,
use of goods and mentioning brand name instead of generic description especially in
case of chemicals, at the time of filing of Bill of Entry. Another major reason
necessitating query generation is non-submission of documents beforehand to prove
compliance of requirements for first time importers and also the formalities to be carried
out as per the relevant Allied Acts like WPC, BIS, etc.

If the trade gives due attention to aforesaid errors/shortcomings at the time of
filing of document itself and ensures avoidance of the same / submission of requisite
documents beforehand, it will ensure smooth and faster assessment, thus reducing
overall dwell time. Anticipatory action to avoid such queries and better preparation to
reply to such queries will help the trade, in smoother and faster document processing
and clearance of goods.

In view of the above, the trade / importers have been repeatedly advised by way
of suitable Public Notice, to keep above directions in mind at the time of filing their Bill of
Entry and ensure avoidance of aforementioned errors / shortcomings.

In this regard, it may be ensured by the Assessing Officers that genuine
clarification sought by them from trade / importers should be raised in one go and not in'
a piece meal manner, It is also desired that the time taken after complying with the
queries should be further curtailed and in fact, documents that are delayed are



accorded priority after receipt of satisfactory reply from importers. All the officers
engaged in the assessment work are advised to keep above directions in mind.

Difficulties, if any, faced in the implementation of this Standing Order may be
brought to the notice of the undersigned.

This issues with the approval of the Principal Commissioner of Customs (Import),
ACC, Mumbai.
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(Dr.~atis~. Dhavale)

Add/. Commissioner of Customs (Import)
.Air Cargo Complex, Sahar, Mumbai

COPY TO:-

1) Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-Ill :- For kind information, please.
2) Pr. Commissioner / Commissioners of Customs, (Import),(Export),(General), ACC.
3) All Addl. / Jt. Commissioners of Customs (Import), ACC.
4) All DC / ACs, ACC (Import), Mumbai.
5) EDI Section - For uploading on ACC, Mumbai website.
6) Office copy.


